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Abstract 

This thesis presents a modular hardware artificial neural network architecture using the 

random pulse data representation and processing. 

In random pulse machine, continuous variables c m  be represented as a probability of a 

pulse occurrence at a certain sampling tirne. Random pulse machines deal with analog 

variables while using digital technology to perfom arithmetic and logic operations on binary 

pulses which are the information carries. Thus, large systems can be built to perfom pardel 

analog computation on large amounts of input data using this technique. This is a good 

trade-off between the electronic circuit complexity and the computational accuracy and well 

suited for VLSI neural network. 

Simulations have been conducted to validate the performance of both 1-bit and 2-bit 

random pulse neural network. Perceptron application for linear classification and 

autoassociative memory for digit recognition are fhally presented to illustrate the behavior of 

the developed artificiai neural n e ~ o r k .  
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Chapter 1- Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In the past ten years there has been strong and renewed interest in neural networks 

motivated largely by the need for better management of uncertain information, the 

availability of Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) impiementation, and improved 

performance in wide areas of application over the existing methods. 

The idea of a neural network was originally conceived as an attempt to mode1 

biophysiology of the brain, i.e. to understand and explain how :the brain operates and 

functions. Later scientists and engineers who are concemed with how "artificial" neurons can 

be h t e r c o ~ e c t e d  to f o m  networks with interesting and powerful computaiional capabiiities 

joined the research. Neural network is thus defined as : 

A massively parallel dishibuted processur that has a natural propensw for 

storing experiential knowledge and making it mailable for use. 

It resembles the brain in two respects: 

1. fiowledge is acquired by the network through a learningphase. 

2. Interneuron connection strengths known as synaptic weights are used to store 

the knowledge. [by S. Haykin, 'Neural networks, a comprehensive foundation"] 

Neural networks are information processing systems. In general, neural networks can be 

thought of as "black boxy' devices that accept inputs and produce outputs. Some of the 

operations that neural networks pefiom include: 

Classification 
Pattern Matching 
Pattern CompIetion 
Noise Removal 
Optimization 
Control 

Figure 1.1 shows the topology of a typical neural network. W and V stand for weight 

matrices. The processing elements (PE) in a layer form a vector and are denoted as F, and 



Figure 1.1 Neural network topology 



1.2 Realization of NeuraI Networks 

Modem general-purpose computers can be used to simulate almost any neural network 

architecture and leaming algorithm, and there is little doubt that such simulations in many 

cases B o r d  the easiest approach for designinglprototyping neural network applications. 

However, a neural network program has no parallelism beyond engaging integer and 

fioating-point processor units simultaneously. The general-purpose processor calculates 

synaptic weight, activation Eunction of each neuron and updates connection serially. There 

are major applications that require neural networks with a speedlthroughput which can not 

be sustained on available computers, due either to very large network size or the need for 

short (real-time) learning or response intervals. Many custom digital implementations (and 

software implementations executing on a parailel cornputer systern) offer a semi-parallel 

way: each processing element calculates a subset of the network's connections and neuron 

activations. Throughput is increased by sharing the task over multiple processors. However, a 

simple network used in a mas-produced cornmodity may only be cost-effective as a single- 

chip stand-aione neural system. Further gains may be achieved by designing specialized 

custom processors optimized for the neural tasks required, and the highest level of 

parallelism is achieved by implementing each synapse and each neuron as a distinct circuit. 

The rapidly developing technology of VLSI circuit makes it possible to fabricate tens of 

millions of transistors uiterconnected on a single silicon wafer to bmld such systems. 

Figure 1.2 shows the spectrum of neurocomputer. 

However, single-chip neural system are ofien limited in size, support only certain classes 

of architecture, and represent signals and weights with limited precision and with large noise 

components, compared to signals in general-purpose cornputer which c m  be represented 

with high precision and dynamic range by floating-point variables. 

The success of a hardware irnplernentation depends critically upon a judicious balance 

of the many trade-off involved in selecting a hardware technology, designing the circuits, 

£king classes and sizes of architectures that will be supported, and crafting a compatible 

learning aigorithm. 



Special Purpose Neurocornputers 

General Purpose Neurocomputers 

le1 Computer 

Figure 1.2 Neurocomputer implementations 

(adapted fkom [6]) 



The most popular hardwae implementation technologies are analog and digital CMOS 

Analog Structure 

Analog systems can achieve a high packing density and are attractive for high-speed 

applications. However, being hardwired, they are more difficult to reconfïgure and often 

impiement only one h e d  set of equations. The storage of analog weight values for synapse 

is difficult and the noise immunity is worse than in digital circuits. 

Digital Structure 

Digital structures are straightforward to design and their testability is better than in the 

analog structure. Also the storage of the weight values is easy in the digital form and the 

interface to the digital coprocessors is also simpler. However, the overall area of digital 

a c t u r e s  is larger because of the cornputation and communication rnethods. 

1.3 Random Pulse Neural Network Architecture 

Hybrid and digital VLSI neural networks using pulse stream techoiques have been 

studied to incorporate the merits of both digital and analog technology. There are two major 

approaches in this area One is to encode signds using pulse amplitude, width, density, or 

tiequency and to perfom synaptic multiplication and signal integration using anaiog and (or) 

digital circuits combined with pulse modulation techniques. In the other approach, signais are 

represented by probabilities and encoded in random pulse strearns by which algebraic 

operations with analog variables can be performed by logic gates. 

The latter idea was fxst presented by von Neumann in 1956 [l]. Pursuing this idea, a 

number of similar stochastic data-processing concepts were reported in the 1960's: "noise 

cornputeryy by Poppelbaum and AfÛso [2], c'random-pulse machiney' by Ribeiro [19], and 

"stochastic computing" by Gaines [8]. Random-Pulse machine concept is employed in this 

research which deals with analog variables represented by the mean rate of random pulse 

streams. Such a representation can be viewed as the probability modulation of a random- 

pulse carrier by a deterministic analog variable. Simple digital gates can be used to perform 

&thmetic and logic operations. This concept presents a good tradeoff between the electronic 

circuit complexity and the computational accuracy. The resulting neural network architecture 

bas a high p a c h g  density and is well suited for VLSI implementation. Dither technique is 



employed in this research to reduce the effects of the quantization error in analog/random- 

puise conversion. 

1.4 Organization of This Thesis 

Chapter 2 introduces the concept of random-pulse machine and random pulse data 

acquisition and representation. Effect of dither on quantization are analyzed based on 

sinusoidal signal. 1-bit & 2-bit Analog/Random-pulse conversions are studied and simulation 

results are given to compare the resolution. DEerent techniques of representing random 

puise data and dither signal generation are also discussed. 

Chapter 3 descnbes the arithmetic operations with random pulse data. Simulations are 

based on both 1-bit and 2-bit implementations for basic neuron operations: multiplication and 

addition. Random-pulse/Analog conversion, known also as moving average estimation, are 

presented. Finally, 1-bit synapse and neuron architectures are given. 

Chapter 4 presents case studies of neural network applications based on 1-bit and 2-bit 

random pulse neural networks. It shows again 2-bit neural network achieves more precision. 

The conclusions and contributions of this thesis, as weil as a brief indication of M e r  

research are presented in chapter 5. 



Chapter 2 - Random Pulse Data Representation 

2.1 Problem Introduction 

Implementïng a neural network on a digital circuit yields the quantkation of the synaptic 

weights and input signals, 

Randorn pulse data representation concept was intmduced by von Neumann as a mode1 

for representing the information in biological neural network [l]. Following the same idea, 

other similar stochastic data processing concepts were introduced: "noise cornputer" by 

Poppelbaum and Afùso [2], cbstochastic computing" by Gaines [8] and ccrandom-puise 

machine" by Ribeiro [19]. 

In random pulse machine, analog variables are represented by the mean rate of random 

pulse streams. These random puise streams are actually the result of dithering/randorn 

reference quantization (RRQ). D i t h e r i n W Q  was used in many practical applications 

especially in 1960's to reduce the effects of noise quantization in speech and image 

processing. From a spectral point of view, it was found that a suitable dither choice allows 

the whitening of the quantization error spectnim. This means that a significant portion of the 

error power is located outside the signai band and can be easily eliminated by low-pass 

filtering the quantized data. In such a way the quantizer resolution and linearity are improved 

at the expense of both a reduced conversion rate and input range amplitude. In particular, 

whiie a small-amplitude dither mainly reduces the quantization error, large nonlinearity 

errors c m  be reduced when the dither amplitude covers a significant portion of the quantizer 

input range. 

Random pulse machine presents a good tradeo ff between electronic circuit complexity 

and the computationai accuracy. The resulting neural netwcrk architecture has a high packing 

density and is well suited for VLSI implementation. 

A time analysis of the dithering invo lving time-dependent data processing (e-g. 

correlation) as described fuaher in this chapter is more suitable in applications. 



The notations used for the input and the output of the quantizer and for the quantization 

error are s h o w  in Figure 2.l(a) and 2.1@). And the quantizer input /output and error 

characteristic can be shown as in Figure 2.l(c) and 2. i(d) respectively. 

In Figure 2.1, n=8 represents the number of quantization levels, and A is the quantization 

step. When the input is confined in the no-overload region [-(n +1)~/2 , (n-1)~/2] ,  the 

analytical expression for quantizer input/output and error characteristics are, respectively, 

and 

where La] represents the greatest integer less than or equal to a, and (a) = a -LaJ is the 

fiactionai part of a. It is worth noticing that (2.2) is a periodic h c t i o n  of v with period A ; 

thus it c m  be expressed by a Fourier series: 

Figure 2.2 illustrates the effects of different quantization levels for a sinusoidal signal. It 

is obvious that by increasing the quantization levels we cm increase the resolution. 



Figure 2.1 Quantization and quantization noise 

(a) Block Diagram (b) Additive mode1 (c) Quantizer hput/Output C haracleristic Q(.) 

(d) Quantization Error Characteristic q(.) 



2-Bit Quantization 3-Bit Quantization 

4-Bit Quantization 

Figure 2.2 Quantization of a sinusoidal signal 



2.3 Effect of the Dither on Quantization 

Figure 2.3 Quantizer with dither signal 

(a) Block Diagram (b) Additive Model 

Figure 2.3 shows both the block diagram and the mode1 of a quantizer when a dither 

(RRQ) signal is added to its input; 6 represents the error due to the quantization of the signal 

x . In order to qumtify the effect of dither on the improvement of the quantizer resolution, it 

is of interest to find the average behavior of the quantization error when the slowly varying 

dithered input x is repeatedly quantized. According to quasi-stationary processes, the 

expectation of a process y is defined as : 

if the limit exists. The operator E[.] represents the usual ensemble average; therefore the 

expectation of (2.4) reduces to a tirne-average or to an ensemble-average in the special cases 

of purely deterministic or purely random processes, respectively. Other simple exampies of 

quasi-stationary processes cm be obtained by adding a detenninistic signal and a stationary 

random noise, e.g., a sinusoid embedded in additive white noise. 

One-dimensional characteristic function (CF) is defined as 

and of its Fourier transform, 



when the usual time average is considered, (2.6) represents the well-known amplitude density 

f i c t ion  (ADF) or probability density function (PDF). 

Signals v, x,r,  and E in Figure 2.3 are assumed to be continuous-amplitude, discrete- 

time quasi-stationary processes, while x, is discrete both in amplitude and in time. The 

dither is assumed independent of the input signal; E s  means that r[n] is independenr of v[k] 

for all times n and k.  Moreover, the one-dimensional statistical description of r is assumed 

to be known. In particular, only dither signals with zero mean will be considered since this 

parameter does not affect the quantizer resolution. 

Since uniform dither is of our most interest, foilowing analysis is based on it. 

A uniform dither of peak-to-peak amplitude R exhibits the following rectangle PDF: 

where i(s) is the indicator function of the set S. Thus, the corresponding CF is given: 

in which si&) = lùn,,, sin(&)/(&). This distribution c m  be obtained both by using a 

random noise generator, or by sarnpling a sawtooth wave whose period 7'' is not 

synchronized with the sampling period T . In fact, fiom (2.2) it follows that such a wave can 

be expressed as 

\ 1 

in which the signal penodicity is related to the effect of the fiactional-part operator. When 

(2.9) is asynchronously sampled, that is, when the ration between T and T' is irrational, then 

the secpence of numbers { ( n ~ l  T, + l /2)} u n i f o d y  filis the interval j0,l). Hence, since 



(2.9) is a piecewise linear transformation, the sequence r ={r(n~)}unifonnl~ fills the 

interval [- ~ / 2 ,  ~ / 2 ) .  

2.3.1 Mean of Quantization Error 

Next, quantization error and quantizer output averages are analyzed in order to provide a 

lower bound on the resolution performance that c m  be achieved by a dithenng strategy. This 

is of interest since the quantizer is usually followed by a low-pass filter whose output 

represents an estimation of the mean of the onginal input signal, e.g., the moving average 

filter whose output is the normalized sum of N successive quantized data. 

Since slowly varying input signal are considered, the average of the quantization error 
- 
m4, (O), condifional on a given quantizer input v , will be derived. To this aim, two different 

approaches can be used. First, the average of the quantizer output xq has to be evaluated 

fïrst. It is obtained by observing that the quantizer input is given by 

where e = s, - v is the quantization error with no dither. Because of the presence of r, the 

quantizer output can assume different values. In particular, if it is 

( n - $ ) A t S , S v + r S  n +  A + +  then r, = % + * A .  In figure 2.4, two generic output ( 3 
levels separated by n quantization steps are depicted. 

Quantization of v and of v+r 

Figure 2.4 Dithered quantizer mode1 
(adapted fiom [37] ) 



S y  generalizing this result for any dither value, we get 

where the index n varies in the ailowed range for the output codes. The intervals S, are not 

overlapping so that for a given value of r ody one term in the summation (2.1 1) is not zero. 

By using (2.1 l), the average of the quantizer input/output characteristic &qlv(v) = E [ . ~  1 V] 

c m  be expressed as 

in which 

is the probability that the considered dither signal assumes a value in the set SI,. Finally, 

making use of (2.12) dong with the following expression: 

which shows that ;+(0) depends on v only by means of e.  Since (2.15) gives the deviation 

of the dither averaged input/output characteristic fiom the ideal straight line charactenstic, it 

provides a bound on the resolution performances that can be achieved by low-pass filtering 

the quantizer output. 

Alternatively to the previous appro~ch, the mean of the quantization error E can be 

directly evaluated b y means of the follo wing relationship : 



which by using (2.3) and (2.5), 

- a A  
k t t  

m & ) = z - ( - ~ )  ~:($)sh($ke) (2.17) 
k t 1  

In (2.17) v has been substituted by -e due to the penodicity in v with perïod A of the sin(@) 

function. 

From (2.1 7) and (2.8) we have 

It can also be witten in simple f o m  by using (2.15): 

Some calculations give for this function the following relationship: 

1 The minimum of (2.20) occur for RI=-n , where n is an integer. In these cases, the 
2 

mean of the quantization error becomes identically zero. This means that the quantizer 

input/output characteristic is no longer a stepwise function but, on the average, becomes a 

straight line, thus realizing an infinite resolution. 



2.3.2 Correlation Between Quantization Error and Input 

The correlation, R, between the quantizer input, y, and quantization error, e, is given: 

R = ~ ( y - e )  (2.21) 

where E is the expectation. For a bipoiar ADC, the correlation for the kth quantizaîion slot 

would be given by: 

where A is the quantization step, and f,(y) is the PDF of y. By normalizing (2.22) with 

respect to y, which is equivalent to letting A=l, then 

Take sinusoidai signal as an example: 

A. With No Dither 

The PDF of the undithered sinusoid, y = A sin a ,  is given by 

where A is the amplitude of the sinusoid. By plugging (2.24) into (2.23), then: 

It c m  be shown that: 



B. With UnSorm Dither 

A dither signal whose PDF is given by 

- c < r  S c  
(2.27) 

otherwise 

is added to the input signai whose PDF is given by (2.24). f y (y )  is derived by 

convoLvving (2.24) and (2.27). Two cases are considered. 

1) c<A: When the dither amplitude is smaller than the sinusoid amplitude, the correlation 

for the kth quantization slot is derived. Using mathematical tables for integration it c m  be 

shovm that 

where : 

where 



k 1 + ~ ( k  - c)xj cos-' xi - A' (- - -) cos-' xi 
4c 2 

It shows that as c increases, the quantization error is less correlated to the quantizer input, 

and advantage of larger amplitude dither. 

2) QA: When the dither amplitude is greater than the sinusoid amplitude, derivations 

utilizing mathematicd tables lead to 

where # ( x i ) , x ,  and x,, are given by (2.29b). 

It shows that as c increases IR(k)l decreases. 

2.3.3 Amplitude Spectra of Quantization Errors 

We stiil take sinusoidal signal as an example. 

The quantization error function is readily expanded as a Fourier series in x: 



When a dither signal r is added to the signal voltage x at the quantizer input, then the average 

observed error at the ADC output is: 

&) = % q(x + r) p(r)lr (2.33) 

Wherep(r) is the PDF of dither. Equation (2.33) can be recognized as a convolution integral 

and transformed to the fiequency domain as: 

where G( f ), Q( f ), and P( f )  , are the Fourier transforms of &), &), and p(r), 

respectively. 

A. Without Dither 

It can be shown that the positive fiequency side of the dither-fiee amplitude spectnim is 

given b y 

2n 
where w, = -. 

A 

Figure 2.5 Speetrum of the average quantkation error without dither. 
(adapted frorn [3 81) 

Figure 2.5 shows l ~ ( w ) l /  A versus rz, the harmonic index, without dither. 

B. UnZform Dither 

The PDF of uniform dither is given by (2.27), and the Fourier transfomi is given by: 



fiom (2.34), (2.35) and (2.36), it can be s h o w  that 

It is obvious that there are c values that nullie the spectrum of the averaged quantization 

error, e-g., c = A / 2, A,2A,-. These c values correspond to integral values of nc l A , or 

2nc / A . Other c values do not nulli@ the spectnun. 

2.4 Analog/Random-Pulse Conversion 

2.4.1 Generalized Analog/Random-Pulse Conversion 

AnalogAZandom-Pulse conversion serves as the interface between input signals and 

random pulse machine. It is accomplished by uniform dither quantizer as discussed in the 

previous section which can be viewed as a noniinear mapping 5om the domain of continuous 

amplitude inputs onto one of a countable number of possible output levels. 

The generdized analog/random-pulse converter is illustrated by Fi,gure 2.6. The analog 

input V, supposed to have a relatively Iow variation rate, is mixed with an analog random 

dither signai R uniformly distributed between - A / 2 and + 4 / 2 which shall fulfill the 

following statistical requirements: 

(i) zero mean; 

(ii) independent of the input V; 

(iii) characteristic function having periodic zeros. 

The resulting analog signal VR is quantined with a 6-bit resolution and then sarnpled by 

a dock to produce the random sequence VRP of b-bit data having amplitudes restricted to 

only two concatenated quantized values k-l and k. 

From the quantization diagram, we can calculate the ideai estimation over an infinite 

nurnber of samples of the random data sequence VRP: 

~[~RP]=(k- l )~[(k-1 .5)4  L KR <(k-0.5)A]+@[(k-0.5b IVR <(k+0.5),4] 

=(k- l )b+kb = k - b  (2.3 8) 



m 
V '3 Quantizer 

Analog 
Random A 

k+l 

k 

k-l 

O 

Figure 2.6 Generalized b-bit Analog/Random-pulse 

converter and its quantization characteristics 

It should be noted that in case of dithered quantization the definition domain of the input 

signal v is trimmed by A / 2 to the left and to the right (Le. an overall trimmed by A ) of the 

domain for the non-dithered quantization. For instance for a dead-zone b-bit quantization the 

A 
input domain is 1- (2* + I ) ~  , (2* + 1)$]. If dithered quantizatian is used, the domain is 



Figure 2.7 shows the restored waveforms of a sinusoidal signal dithered quantized for 

dif5erent quantization levels. The r e s t o ~ g  was done by rnoving averaging of the randorn 

puise data over 32 pulse window size [23]-[24]. It can be seen that by increasing the initial 

quantization resolution the dithered quantized sinusoidal signal c m  be represented much 

more precisely. Compared with figure 2.2, with same quantization levels dithered 

quantization increases the resolution significantly. It is aiso worthwhile to note the phase 

shift of the reconstructed signal due to thc delay introduced by the moving average of the 

pulses. 

1-bit dithered quantization 

2-bit dithered quantization 
80 I I I 1 I 



3-bit dithered quantization 

Cbit dithered auantization 

Figure 2.7 Dithered quantization of a sinusoidal signal 
(moving average over 32 pulse window size) 



2.4.2 1-bit & 2-bit Analog/Random-Pulse Conversion 

Binary random-pulse representation is the simplest case of dither quantkation, when 

b=l. The principle of this one-bit dither quantization is illustrated in Figure 2.8. A dither 

signal R unifomily distributed between -FS and +FS is added to the analog input V before 

quantization. The resulting analog random signai VR is then 1-bit quantified (using a simple 

cornparatm) to produce a random sequence of puises VRP which will have the b k y  value 

+l if KR20 or -1 if VR<O. 

PDF 
of 
VR 

CLOCK n 

F S I  . FS i 

Figure 2.8 1-bit Analog/Random-pulse converter 



A probabilistic estimation of the deterministic component of the random-puise 

sequence can be calculated fiom the VR versus VRP quantization shown in Figure 2.8: 

- - (FS + V )  - (FS - V )  

(2 FS) (2 FS) 

which shows that the statiçtical mean value of the VRP sequence represents a measure of the 

deteminïstic analog input V. From (2.39) the d e t e e s t i c  anaiog value V associated with 

the K W  sequence is 

V = [~(vRP) - p(~lZP')]* FS (2.40) 

where the apostrophe sign (') denotes a Iogicai inversion of the respective binary signal. 

Figure 2.9 shows 2-bit deadzone-type quantizes The "analog random signal generator" and 

"clocking" mechanism is the same as 1-bit analoghndorn-puise converter. 

Figure 2.9 2-bit deadzone-type quantizer 



Here again, we should note that the domains of input signal v in both 1-bit and 2-bit 

dithered quantizations are tnmmed by A / 2 on both sides. Figure 2.10 shows the domains 

for both cases. In this figure, A = 2 8 ,  for al1 the simulations in this thesis we take A = A' = 1. 
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I 
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, k >I ! 
1 ; domain of input signa1 v in both . 

I ! 
I 1-bit & 2-bit dithered quantization 
I 

1 
K 

domain of input signal v in 2-bit , 

non-dither quantization 

domain of input signal v in I-bit non- 
dither quantization 

Figure 2.10 Domains of input signal in 1-bit & 2-bit non- 
dither and dithered quantizations 



2.4.3 Simulation Results 

Figure 2.1 1 shows the simulation resdt of 1-bit analog/random-puise conversion of a 

step signal. 

dithering 
1 1 1 t 1 I 

noise 

0.6 

step signal 

1 

Random pulse 
5 4 t I I I 
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Figure 2.11 1-bit randorn puIse representation of a step signal 



Figure 2.12 illustrates the Zbit  dithered quantization of the same step signal. Here we do 

not show the dithering for better clarity of the picture. The upper part is the most significant 

bit (MSB) and the lower part is the least signiticant bit &SB). 
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Figure 2.12 2-bit random-pulse representation of a step signal 



MS=256 total samples; 

Relative Mean Absolute Error 
(2-bit vs. Lbit) 

Nav: moving average estimation bits; 

Relative Mean Square Error 
(2-bit vs. 1-bit) 

Table 2.1 Relative errors of 1-bit & 2-bit AnaloglRandom-pulse conversions 

Table 2.1 shows the relative errors (mean absolilte and mean square error) of 2-bit & 1- 

bit analog/random-pulse conversions. Simulation is based on the different moving average 

window sizes (ranging from 8 to 64). Same white noises sources were used in order to 

compare the errors. 
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Figure 2.13 1-bit & 2-bit quantization errors 

Figure 2.13 shows the cornparisons of 1-bit and 2-bit quantization. It is obvious that 2- 

bit analoghandom-pulse converter yields more precise results than 1-bit. 



2.5 Dither Signal Generation 

In neural network implementation, the technique used to generate noise for the neurons 

can be crucial. The noise sources must preçent uncorrelated noise si.rnultaneously to d l  

neurons in the system- 

Noise often appears naturally and causes trouble in systems where it is not wanted. 

Paradoxically, when one attempts to generate artificial noise one often k d s  that it is clifficuit 

to obtain statistical randornness properties good enough for all envisioned application. 

The requirements of the noise source can be summarized as follows: 

(1) Each noise channel must output analog noise to rnimic true thermal noise. The 

amplitude distribution is uniform of zero mean and the frequency distribution is flat 

(white noise) up to the operating fiequency of the neuron. 

(2) The pairwise cross-correlation of two noise channels must have zero mean and variance 

proportional to the correlation t h e  window. This mimics true thermal noise. This 

implies that the bit sbeams Eom any two channels must not overlap. 

A linear feedback shift register (LFSR) c m  generate a pseudorandom bit Stream with 

good noise-like properties. An N-stage LFSR creates a PRBS of maximal Iength, 2 " - 1 , 

when the feedback taps are chosen carefuily. Figure 2.14 shows an LFSR which makes an 

artificial malog noise source. 

One useful property of such LFSR is that it has cross-correlation - 1 / (2 - 1) 

(effectively negligible) with a t h e  shifted version of itself, assuming the cross-correlation is 

calculated after replacing each 1 of the binary bit Stream with - 1 and each O with 1. The tirne 

shift m u t  be large enough for the network to settle sufnciently to "forget" the sequence 

during the anneal cycle before it sees another version of it later. More precisely, during the 

time that the network is being annealed, there will be a sequence of bits fiom each channel of 

the noise generator. Each sequence wiil start at a different tirne shifi of the Ml PRBS. 



Pseudo-random N - 1  

Bit a,  = x c i a ,  (mod2) 
Sequence i=o 

Digital Bit Analog 
Sequence Noise 

A ~ e a l e d  Analog 
Noise 

Figure 2.14 Artificial analog noise geoeralion from LFSR 
(adapted fiom [14] ) 

There must be no overlap of any of these portions of the PRBS with any other shifted 

portion. This ensures that the partial period cross-correlation is unbiased. In practice, this no- 

over-lap condition is obtained easily with relatively srnall shift registers because the length of 

the sequence grows exponentially with the shift register size. 

Using combinational logic (exclusive-or gates) to perfonn modulo 2 addition on the 

suitably chosen taps of a maximal length shift register c m  obtain proper shift from the 

main sequence. So only one sliift register is needed for mdti-pseudo-random bit 

streams.(see figure 2.1 5) 
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Figure 2.15 Creating multiple pseudo-random bit streams from one LFSR 

(adapted fiom [14] ) 
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Figure 2.16 Autocorrelation of random noise sequences 



Figure 2.16 shows the autocorrelation of random noise sequences used in th is research. 

These noise sequences ranging fkom 128 sampluig bits to 2048 bits are generated by M 

atlab using linear congruential method. From the figure, we can see they are white (zero 

mean) and uniformly distributed. The autocorrelation decreases when sampling points 

increase, so the longer the total sarnple bits used in quazltization, the better the precision. 

2.6 Random Pulse Data Representation 

A quantity within the random pulse machine is represented by the probability that a 

lo@c level in a clocked sequence will be ON. If many clock pulse positions are taken, then 

the quantity can be considered to be the fiaction of ON logic levels in a clocked sequence of 

binary ON and OFF logic levels, with no pattern in the sequences of logic levels. 

The probability that a logic level will be ON is an analog varkbble whose value ranges 

continuousIy fiom O to 1. In some computations, this is a convenient range to use, but 

generally the physical variables in a problem have to be scaled into the allowable range of 

computer variables. This is similar to the scaling operation in the analog computer, where the 

physical variables are related to voltages. The actual mapping will determine the hardware 

required to perform a particular computation. Although many mapping schemes are possible, 

three popular schemes are: unipolar, two-he bipolar and single-line bipolar. 

Unipolar 

If the quantities are always positive (or always negative), simple scaling is all that is 

required to bring them within range. Given quantity E in the range O S E  5 V, it can be 

represented by the probability: 

E 
P(W= y (2.41) 

So the maximum value of the range, E=V, is represented by a logic level always ON, 

p ( o ~ ) = l ,  zero value by its being always OFF, p ( 0 ~ ) = 0 ,  and an intermediate value by 

its fluctuating randomly, but with a certain probability that it will be ON at any 

pvticular instant. 



16 Clock Cycles 

Figure 2.17 Random pulse encoding of an analog signal 

Two-lines Bipolar 

It represents both positive and negative quantities by using two sequences of logic 

levels on separate lines, one representïng positive values and the other negative. The line 

whose probability is weighted positively is called the UP h e ,  and the line whose probability 

is weighted negatively is the DOWN line. For a quantity E in the range - V I E  SV: 

So that UP iine represents that maximum positive quantity is represented by the ü~ line 

always O N  and the DOWN iine always OFF , maximum negative quantity by the rrp h e  

always OFF and DOWN line always ON. For intermediate quantities there will be stochastic 

sequences on one or both lines. Zero quantity is represented by equal probabilities of an ON 

logic level for both lines. 

UP Line: + 
E 

DOWN Line: 
/ 

Figure 2.18 Two-Lines bipolar representation 



Single-line Bipolar 

It represents both positive and negative quantities by using a single line by setting: 

So that maximum positive quantity is represented by a logic level always ON, 

maximum negative quantity by a logic level dways OFF, and zero by a logic level fluctuating 

randomly with equal probability of being ON and OFF. 

This representation is used in our application since it allows the simplest logical 

elements to c a q  out aU the nomal analog computing operations with both positive and 

negative quantities. 



Chapter 3 - Random Pulse Neural Network Architecture 

3.1 Biological Neuron 

Understanding the ways in which the brain uses neural systems for infiormation 

processing serves the key to the design of neural network. 

The biological neuron is a complex anaiog computing device. Its shape ând inter- 

connection characteristics seem to determine its function in brain activity. The neuron 

basically consists of a ceU body, or soma, branching complex extensions that serve as inputs, 

or dendrites, and the output channel of the cell, or mon. The axon carries an electrïcal signal 

to other cells. B comects to the dendrites of these cells through speciaiized contacts called 

synapses that can change (positively or negatively) the axon potential. The traditional view 

holds that the neuron performs a simple threshold function on sum of the weighted input 

signals. Ifthe result exceeds a certain threshold, a signal emits fiom the neuron. 

, \h \ \\ +on hillock 1 Node of Ranvier 

Axon 

Synapse 

1 

i 
' 

Nucleus within the cell body 

Figure 3.1 Conceptual structure of a biological neuron 

(adapted fiom Katz, 'Werve, muscle and synapse" ) 

1,2, and 3 are axons 



The brain is a massively parallel naturd cornputer cornposed of approximately 10'' 

neurons, with each neuron c o ~ e c t e d  to approximately 104 other neurons. The neural 

network is sparsely interconnected, but neuroscientists believe that signals c m  proceed fiom 

one neuron to any other neuron by taking a path through other comecting neurons. A neuron 

f ies  by sending an electncal impulse that leaves its ce11 body and reaches the next neuron 

through the synaptic junction. The next neuron then £ires if enough energy is present at its 

inputs. Neuron's firing rates are very low (about 1,000 puises per second), yet brain clearly 

can solve diffrcult problems of vision and language in less than a second. 

+ 

n I 
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7- 

J c  closed kpA 
- - - - -  

Time 20 msec 

Figure 3.2 Current through nerve membrane as a function of time 

(adapted £iom KelIer, "Journal of general physio10gy7',1986 ) 

Figure 3.2 shows the current through nerve niembrane for several membrane voltages. 

Upward seps are due to formation of sodium channels; downward steps are due to the 

channels' disappearance. The height of a single step is the current in a single channel, which 

increases approximately linearly with applied voltage, measured with respect to the sodium 

resting potential. 



3.2 Pulse Stream Techniques 

Mdvated by the encoding schemes employed in biological neural systems, different 

pulse stream techniques are applied in artificial neural circuitry. From engineering stand 

point, pulse-train signal has inherent features of higher toierance and reliability to noises as 

compared with the case using pure analog or digital signals, i.e., increasing or decreasing 

number of pulses owing to the noise may not at al1 be influenced for the amplitude of 

information. This is because the weight of a single pulse in the pulse-train signal is always 

unity. In addition, it is known that pulse-train signal processing systems are very simple in 

construction. 

Pulse encoding techniques used in artiflcial neural networks include: 

A. PAM (pulse amplitude modulation) 

Ai (V;= Aix constant fiequency pulsed signal) is modulated in tirne, reflecting the 

variation in Si. This technique, useful when signals are to be multiplexed onto a single line 

and c m  be interleaved, is not particularly satisfactory in neural nets. It incurs disadvantages 

in robustness and susceptibility to processing variations as information is transmitted as 

analog voltage levels. 

B. PWM (pulse width modulation) 

PWM represents the instantaneous value of the state Si as the width of individual digital 

pulses in y .  The constant fiequency of signding means that either the leading or trailing 

edges of neural state signals al1 occur simultaneously. Power supply lines must be oversized 

to cope with the high instantaneous currents involved. 

C. PPM (pulse phase modulation) 

The instantaneous value of the state Si is represented by the phase difference between 

the two wave forms-- in other words, by modulating the delay between the occurrence of two 

pulsed on one or two wires. 

D. PFM (pulse frequency modulation) 

The instantaneous value of the state Si is represented as the instantaneous fkequency of 

digital pülses in V ,  whose widths are equal. n i e  advantage of pulse-stream technique is 

apparent, as no analog voltage is present in signal, with information coded as described along 



the time axis. This signal is therefore robust, and Eurthermore can be decoded to an anaiog 

vdue by integration. 

Phase Difference 

PAM I 

PPM 

I ~ ~ l i ~ ~ i i i l f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ l i i i i i i i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i i i i i ~ ~ , ,  

Figure 3.3 Methods for encoding a signal using pulse stream technique 

(adapted fiom [20] ) 

In this thesis, pulse fiequency encoding method is employed for the artificial neuron 

rnodel. Pulse fiequency encoding perrnits: 

simple and rapid multiplication, addition and non-linear transaction using conventional 

digital circuit element; 

rapid and efficient implementation of leaming d e s  for connection strengths; 

simple interface with standard digital circuitry off the chip; 

rapid, par allel operation; 

high reliability and noise insensitivity; 

power dissipation far lower than that in equivalent analog circuitry; 

reduced circuitry and hence greater number of neurons per chip; 



3.3 Arithrnetic Operations with PFM Random Pulse Data 

3.3.1 Multiplication 

1-bit random pulses multiplication is performed by an exclusive-nor gate. 

- - EE' C =  A * B + A * B  E*=- v 

Figure 3.4 Single-üne bipolar (1-bit random pulse) multiplier 

Its output is ON when its two inputs are the same, so that two positive quantities at the 

inputs, or two negative quantities at the inputs, represent a positive qumtity at the output. 

The multiplication can be confirmed by examining the relationship between input and 

output probabilities for the gates shown. 

so that: 

1 1 EE' 
p(C)=-+- -  

2 2 v 2  

which is normdized multiplication of E by El. 

The circuitry for 2-bit random pulses multiplication can be built by combinational Iogic 

according to the truth table below . In o u  case, we use "00" to represent "O", "01" to 

represent Y", and "10" to represent "-1". 



Table 3.1 Truth table for 2-bit random pulse multiplication 

Figure 3.5 shows the circuitry of 2-bit random pulse multiplier. X,, stands for 

the most significant bit of variable X; X, stands for the least significant bit of variable 

X; and Y,, and Y,, stand for the MSB and LSB for variable Y respectively. 

Figure 3.5 2-bit random-pulse multiplier 



Figure 3.6 and 3.7 show the simulation results of both 1-bit and 2-bit multiplication. 

Moving average estimation over 32 bits caused the delays in the following figures. 

random-pulse multiplication 
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random-pulse multiplication 
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Figure 3.6 1-bit random-pulse multiplication 
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multiplication of constant signals 
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Figure 3.7 2-bit random-pulse multiplication 
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Input (dithered quantkation range) 

MAE: rnean absolute error; 
MS=256 total samples; 
Nav: rnoving average window size; 
Use 10 different pairs per calculation; 

Table 3.2 Mean absolute error of l-bit multiplication 



Input (dithered quantization range) 
Nav 

8 

MSE: rnean square error; 
MS=256 total samples; 
Nav: rnoving average window size; 
Use 10 different pairs per caIcuIation; 

-0.49 

0.0980 

Table 3.3 Mean square error of 1-bit multiplication 

-0.4 

0.1273 



1-bit multiplication rnean absolute enor 

1-bit multipiicaüon mean square error 
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Figure 3.8 1-bit randorn pulse multiplication error 



Nav 
Input 

MAE: mean absoIure error; 
MS156 total sarnples; 
Nav: moving average winbow size; 
Use 10 different pairs per calculation; 

0.5 1 MAE 
I 

Table 3.4 Mean absolute error of 2-bit multiplication 



Input 
Nav 

MSE 

MSE: mean square error; 
MS=256 total samples; 
Nav: moving average window size; 
Use 10 different pairs per calculation; 

Table 3.5 Mean square error of 2-bit multipIication 

Simulation results in the above four tables are based on multiplications with a fixed 

weight 0.75. In order to compare, same white noise source and same input range are used for 

al1 occasions. From the above four tables, we c m  see 2-bit random pulse multiplication 

yields less enor comparing with I -bit multiplication. 



2-Bit Multiplication Mean Absolute Error 

2-Bit Muhiplication Mean Square Error 

0.5 -0 

Figure 3.9 2-bit random pulse multiplication error 



3.3 -2 Addition 

Stochastic summers may be regarded as switches which, at a dock pulse, randomiy 

select one of the input lines and connect it to the output. The output line denotes the s u m  of 

the quantities represented by the input lines. The sum is weighted according to the 

probability (l/m in Figure 3.10) that a particular input line will be selected. 

The random scanaùig acts as a "stochastic isolator" which removes unwanted 

correlations between sequences with similar patterns. The random scanning signals S, are 

I 
uniformly distributed having the same probability p(SJ = -. Because of this scanning the 

rn 

multiplexed samples are statistically independent. The analog meaning of the output 

sequence y is : 

Figure 3.10 Circuitry of 1-bit random pulses addition 



Figure 3.10 shows m-input stochastic summer with equal weighting. The addition can 

be codkmed by examùiing the relationslip between input 

Assuming symmetricdy distributed digital noise, we have: 

and hence: 

and output probabilities. 

(3 -5) 

which is nomalized addition for the single-line bipolar case. 

Figure 3.11 Circuitry of 2-bit random pulses addition 



Figure 3.1 1 shows the circuitry of 2-bit random pulses addition. X,,, stands for the 

most significant bit of variable X; X,, stands for the least significant bit of variable X; Y,, 
and Y,, stand for the MSB and LSB of variable Y respectively. 

random-pulse addition 
2, I a I L 1 

Input1 

Input2 

Sum 

' - Input, 
- ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - -  ---- - - - - - - - - ' -  - 

addition 
2 I I 1 1 I 

MS=256 total sampling bits; 
Nav=32 moving average window size; 
Inputl=0.3,Input2=-O. L; 

Figure 3.12 1-bit random-pulse addition 
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MS=256 total sampling bits; 
Nav=3 2 rnoving average window size; 
Input l=O.3 ,Input2=0.1; 

Figure 3.13 2-bit random-pulse addition 

Figure 3.12 and 3.13 show the 1 -bit and 2-bit randorn-pulse addition of two input values. 
The delays are caused by moving average estimation. 



Input 
Nav 

M E :  mean square error; 
MS=256 total saniples; 
Nav: moving average window size; 
Use 10 different pairs per calculation; 

Table 3.6 Mean absolute error of 1-bit addition 



Input 
Nav 

MSE 

0.3481 

MSE: mean square error; 
MS=256 total samples; 
Nav: moving average window size; 
Use 10 different pairs per calculation; 

Table 3.7 Mean square error of 1-bit addition 



1-Bit Addition Mean Absolute Error 

1-Bit Addition Mean square Error 
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Figure 3.14 1-bit random pulse addition error 



Input 
Nav 

8 

MAE: mean absolute error; 
MS=256 total samples; 
Nav: moving average window size; 
Use 10 different pairs per calculatïon; 

0.3 0.4 0.5 MAE 

02355 02363 02564 0.2293 

O. 1856 O. 1702 O- 179 1 0.1666 

TabIe 3.8 Mean absohte error of 2-bit addition 



Nav 
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16 

32 

64 

Input 

MSE: mean square error; 
MS=256 total sarnples; 
Nav: moving average window size; 
Use IO different pairs per calculation; 

Table 3.9 Meitn square error of 2-bit addition 

Simulation results in the above four tables are based on addition with a fixed value -0.1. 

In order to compare, sarne white noise source and same input range are used for ail occasions. 

From the above four tables, we c m  see 2-bit random pulse addition has better resolution than 

1-bit addition. However additions cause bigger errors t h a .  multiplications. 
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Figure 3.15 2-bit random pulse addition error 



3.3.3 Inversion 

A conventional logical inverter, with an output that is the complement of its input, 

performs the same fimction when used as a stochastic element. 

Figure 3.16 Inversion of random pulse data 

Consider the relationship between the probability that its output (El) will be ON, 

p(B), and the probability that its input (E) will be ON, p(A); since the two cases are 

mutually exclusive, the sum of the probabilities is 1 ; or: 

P(B) = 1 - ~ ( - 4  (3 -8) 

Thus the probabilities and the quantities they represent are: 

Hence: 

3.4 Random PulsdAnalog Conversion 

The output of random pulse machine is required to be produced corresponding to 

the probability of occunence of an input pulse. This is called Random-Pulse/Analog 

converter. A random-pulse Stream c m  be viewed in probabilistic terms as a deteministic 

signal with superimposed noise. The output interface must be able to reject the noise 

component, and give a measure of the mean value of the sequences generating 

probability. Since the variation rate of the deteministic signal in neural network is 

relatively low, the signai c m  be substantially separated f?om the noise by Iow-pass 

filtering. 



1 1 

Stochastic Input Sequence 

Figure 3.17 Basic estimation problem 

If N Consecutive clock intervals of a Bernoulli sequence are examined, and the 

number of ON Iogic levels counted, then the ratio of the count to the number of clock 

intervals give an estimate of the sequences generating probability. When the sequence 

represents a fixed quantity (the correspondhg Bernoulli sequence is stationary), the 

accuracy of the measurement can be increased by increasing the sample size, N. The price 

paid for the increase in accuracy is the length of time required to rnake the measurements. 

With a time-varyhg input signal the output interface must have the ability to track the 

signal continuously, or else the higher fiequency components of the wave form will be 

lost. To do this requires the calcdation of a short time of moving average. 

To compute an average of the data requires taking N observations of data and then 

forms a summation of the weighted readings. This is described as the equation: 

where S, is the computed average at t h e  t,  i.e. 

N-L 

S, = C a , 4 4  

For the average to be unbiased: 

If the subscript i is taken as refemng to clock intervals in a digital system, the 

weighting coefficients can be plotted on a graph against time (see Figure 3-18), and the 

relative importance which the average assigris to consecutive readings c m  be readily 

assessed. When ail the coefficients, a,, are made equal, it c m  be described as: 



Figure 3.18 Weighting coeff~cient summing to unity 

To f o m  unbiased moving average of a stochastic sequence, the presence or absence 

of a pulse in dl of N adjacent clock periods is recorded and stored, and the average pulse 

rate caiculated. The next clock interval of the sequence is then interrogated and the 

average is recalcdated over the N most recent clock periods. The information contained 

in the fïrst interval is lost. K P, is the estimate of the generating probability, p, over N 

clock intervals, and A,,  (0,l) is the value of the logic level at the ith clock pulse, then the 

short-time averaging technique can be described by the equation: 

The smaller the sample size, N, the more effect the new value of Ai has on the 

estimate. When the average is taken over a short time interval the estimated probability, 

P, , responds quickly to change and is able to accommodate signals with a high harmonic 

content. When the vaiue of N is increased the accuracy improves but the bandwidth is 

restricted. 



The disadvantage of using this technique for filtering lies in the requirement to store 

all  the logic levels present in the previous N clock intervais. However, since only the £ k t  

and last Ievels are used in the calculation at any one time, a serial in/serial out shift 

register of length N can be chosen as the storage medium. Using registers, moving 

average es4timatioa can be designed as the circuit below. Metai oxide semiconductor shift 

registers make this approach feasible for both high and low accuracy stochastic systerns. 

1 Counter 

Clock 

Figure 3.19 Circuitry for rnoving average estimation 

The operation of averaging implies a smoothing out of any local changes in the 

data. If new input data were suddeniy to jump in value, the effect on the average would 

be a slow change, with the output oniy reaching the new value after the new data had 

dominated the averaging sample space. The output at an intermediate time, t, dock 

penods later is given by: 

wherep is the step change in the input value. The tirne-lag between input is a reciprocal 

measure of the speed of response of the particular averaging operation and is directly 

related to the weighting coefficients. The time-lag, L, can be defined in clock penods as 



This formula States that the sum, S(0, comp 

(3.18) 

ed with certain 1 iut weighting coefficients, 

is the average of the data at a time L clock periods ago. 

The output interface of a stochastic computer is designed to estimate the probability 

of occurrence of a Iogic '1' at any clock interval. It does this by summing the outcome of 

a number of independent samples, where the samples are taken fiom successive clock 

intervals. The variance of a sum random variables is equal to the sum of the individual 

trariances, Le.. 

2 2 2  
0- =a: +a2 ta. ta, +... (3.19) 

when each sample has its own weighting coefficient the equation becomes 
N 

As in our case, if the variances, q2 , are al1 eqÿal, it can be simplified to: 

The accuracy of the output interface in estimating the input probability is directly 

govemed by the sum of the squares of the weighting coefficients. 

The series generated at the output of an averaging operation possesses statistics 

which are markedly different fiom the original input. The variance is decreased and a 

time-lag incurred, 

The induced correlation is a function of the weighting coefficients of the averager. 

Taking the example of a short-term averager of sample size N and time delay m, 



It follows that 

Assuming the A's are independent this reduces to: 

the kth autocorrelation coefficient of the series is given by: 

E [ A ' ] ~  a,' 

This equation shows that the averaged senes possesses non-vanishing auto- 

correlations up to order N. Moreover p is always positive and cm be quite for smdl 

1 
values k. The moving average estimation we used has weights al1 equal to -. Applying 

N 

this to equ (3.25) gives: 
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Figure 3.20 shows the moving average estimation of multiplication with different 

sample bits . We can observe that increasing the sample size can improve the accuracy. The 

disadvantage is the length of time required is also increased. 

Figure 3.21 shows the moving average estimation of multiplication with Merent  

moving average window size (fiom 16 to128). Smaller window size yields better adaptation 

of the input signal, while bigger window size yields good estimation of static signals. 

3.5 Randorn Pulse ArM~cial Neural Network 

A typical neuron consists of more synapses and a neuron body, as s h o w  in the 

following picture. 

Figure 3.22 Randorn pulse neuron structure 



Each synapse multiplies the incoming neural signal Xi, where i = 42, - - m , by synaptic 

stored variable weight values W, . The connection weights are adjusted during the leaming 

phase. Connection weights which are positive-valued are "excitatory" connections, and those 

with negative values are "uihibitory" connections. The neuron body integrates the signds 

fiom al1 the post-synaptic channels (also called dendrites). The result of this integration is 

then submitted to an "activation function F" to produce the neuron's output signal Y, . 

Random pulse representation is used throughout the neural network, for synaptic weight 

storage as well as for anthmetic operatiom. Figure 3.23 shows the implementation of a 

synapse. 

Data In 

Mode 1 

SYNAPSE 1 Multiplication I 

Figure 3.23 Random pulse implernentation of a synapse 



The synaptic weights are dynamically stored in a 2" bit shift register. Loading weights 

values fiom the DATIN input into each register selected by the synapse address SYNADD is 

done serially when a low logic signal is applied to the control input MODE. 

Figure 3.24 shows the random pulse implementation of the neuron body. The m input 

addition module collects the post synaptic data streams which are then integrated by a 

rnoving average random-pulse/digital converter. The interna1 neuron body clock CLK* has a 

pulse rate at least m times higher than the general clock CLK. There are only five activation 

functions types which are usually used: linear, step, ramp, sigmoid and Gaussian. 

-- 
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-- 
cc 

- . '. 
I 

I 

I Random Pulse Addition , '. 
1 

Random-Pulse/DigitaI 
Interface 

( Activation Fuoction 1 

Digitamandom-Pulse 
Converter 1 

Figure 3.24 Random pulse implementation of the neuron body 



During the learning phase, some algorithms like back propagation require a smooth 

nonlinear activation h c t i o n  which is dserentiable everywhere. In general, any desired 

activation function c m  be implemented as a look-up table. Since the neuron output will be 

used as a synaptic input to other neurons, a final digital/random-pulse converter stage is used 

to restore the randomness of the signal Y,. Like discussed in section 3.4, the counter of the 

random-pulse/digitai converter is preloaded at each conversion cycle with a given threshold 

value. At any time when the counter content reaches the threshold, an overflow into the most 

significant bit is generated and used further as the neuron's random-pulse output. 

The neural network architecture described can be interfaced directly with the 

environment or other cornputer via either analog/random-pulse or digitdrandom-pulse input 

interfaces and random-puise/digital output interfaces. 



Chapter 4 - Random Pulse Neural Network Applications 

4.1 Perceptron 

4.1.1 Introduction 

In 1943, Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts introduced one of the fist arti.ficial 

neurons. The main feature of their neuron mode1 is that a weighted sum of input signals is 

compared to a lhreshold to detemine the neuron output. When the output is greater than or 

equal to the threshold, the output is 1. When the sum is less than the threshold, the output is 

O. They went on to show that networks of these neurons could, Ui principle, compute any 

arithmetic or logical function. In the late 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  Frank Rosenblatt and severd other 

researchers developed a class of neural networks called perceptrons. The neurons in these 

networks were similar to those of McCulloch and Pitts. However, he introduced a learning 

mie for training perceptron networks to solve pattern recognition problems. He proved that 

his learning nile will aiways converge to the correct network weights, if weights exist to 

solve the problem. Examples of proper behavior were presented to the network, which 

learned from its mistakes. The perceptron can even leam when initialized with random values 

for its weights and biases. 

The general perceptron network is shown in Figure 4.1. 

The output of the network is given by : 

The network weight matrix is: 



R 
Input 

Sxl 

Hard Iimit Iayer 

a = hardlim (W * P + b) 

Figure 4.1 Perceptron Network 

In the above figure, the solid vertical bar at the left represents the input vector P. The 

dimensions of P are displayed below the variable as Rxl, indicating that the input is a single 

vector of R elements. These inputs go to the weight ma& W, which has S rows and R 

columns. A constant 1 enters the neuron as an input and is multiplied by a scalar bias b. The 

net input to the transfer function (hard limit) is n, which is the surn of the bias b and the 

product W*P. The network's output is again a vector a. 

4.1.2 Linear Classification by Perceptron 

As we mentioned before, perceptron can solve pattern recognition problem. A single 

neuron perceptron c m  c l a s s e  input vectors into two categories, since its output can be either 

O or 1. Figure 4.2 shows the input space of a 2-input hard limit perceptron. Two classification 

regions are formed by the dividing line WP+b=U (W: weight matrix, P: input vector, b: 

bias). This line is perpendicular to the weight vector W and shifted according to the bias b. 

Input vectors above the line will result in a net input greater than 0, and therefore cause the 

hard limit neuron to output a 1. Input vectors below the line cause the neuron to output O. The 

dividing line can be oriented and moved anywhere to classiS. the input space as desired by 

picking the weight and bias values. 



Figure 4.2 Analysis of perceptron classification 

(adapted kom Matlab neural network toolbox manual) 

A multiple-neuron perceptron c m  clas@ inputs h to  many categones. Each category is 

represented by a different output vector. Since each element of the output vector can be either 

O or 1, there are a total of 2' possible categories, where S is the number of neurons. 

Followed is a two-neuron perceptron network for linear separable pattern classification. 

Biasl 

Figure 4.3 Two-input perceptron for h e a r  separable classification 



This Perceptron network can classif 22 different patterns. 

Figure 4.4 shows percepkon linear classification solved by Matlab neural network 

toolbox. Four Merent  patterns (marked with +, O, x, *) are presented to the network. The 

weight matrix and biases are obtaùied after the learning phase. 

Vectors to be Classified 

-0.3 -0.3 0.4 0.6 -0.6 -0.75 -0.15 
hput Patterns: P = [ 

0.6 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 -0.3 -0.4 O 1 
Targets: T=[  

1 I 0 0 Z 1 0 0  

0 0 0 0 I 1 1 I  1 

Bias: 

Figure 4.4 Linear classification by Matlab neural network toolbox 



#: a new input vector P = [O87] 

Figure 4.5 Perceptron classification for an input vector not used 
for training by Matlab toolbox 

M e r  leaming phase, a new input vector (marked with #) is added to test the perceptron. 

Figure 4.5 shows the classification result by Matlab neural network toolbox. It shows this 

perceptron has the capability to decide the most ciosely associated pattern when a never-seen 

vector is presented. 

The random pulse perceptron has the same structure like any generic perceptron (Fig 

4.1), but the implementation of each functional block is done using the random pulse 

technique as describeci in section 3.5. 

Figure 4.6 & 4.7 shows the simulation results of l-bit and 2-bit random pulse 

perceptron respectively. 1-bit random pulse perceptron has much bigger error and cm barely 

classiS. these four input patterns. Using 2-bit random pulse perceptron can get the same 

results as Matlab neural network toolbox does. Here, again we can conclude 2-bit random 

pulse neural network works more precisely than 1 -bit system. 
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Figure 4.6 Linear classification using 1-bit random puise neural network 



Using 2-Bit hardware neural network cm achieve the sarne results as Matlab tooIbox does. 
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Figure 4.7 Linear classification using 2-bit random pulse neural network 



Output Z1 

Output 22 

Perception output for a new input vector = [-,081 
Correct output : T = [Al 

Figure 4.8 2-bit random pulse perceptron classification for an 
input vector not used for training 

Figure 4.8 shows that 2-bit random pulse perceptron can also classi@ a new input vector 

to the most close pattern. It cm achieve the same result as Matlab neural network toolbox 

does. The fluctuation in 21 and 22 signals wili be filtered out by the hard limitation at the 

perceptron output. 



4.2 Autoassociative Memory 

4.2.1 Lntroduction 

Autoassociative memory is a type of neural network which c m  also handle the pattern 

recognition. The task of an autoassociative memory is to leam Q pain of prototype 

input/output vectors : 

In other words, if the network receives an input p = p then it should produce an 
Q 

output a = t g ,  for = 1 , ~ ~  ...,Q. h addition, if the input is changed slightly (i-e., 

p = p + 6) then the output should only be changed slightly (Le., a = t, + ). 
Q 

In autoassociative memory, Hebb d e  is used as learning algorithm. Hebb nile is based 

on Hebb's postulate which was presented by Donald O. Hebb as his study result fiom 

biological neural system. 

W e n  an mon of celZ A is near enough tu excite a cell B and repeatedly 

or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic 

change takesplace in one or both cells such that A's suflciency, as one 

of the cellsfiring B, is increased. 

Hebb's postulate 

The mathematical interpretation of the postulate is: 

where is the jth element of the qth input vector pq ; aiq is the ith element of the network 
Pjq 

output when the qth input vector is presented to the network; and a is a positive constant, 

called the learning rate. This equation indicates that the change in the weight is 

proportional to a product of functions of the activities on either side of the synapse. Equation 

4.4 can be sirnplified as: 



The Hebb nile defhed in (4.5) is an unsupe~sed  ieaming nile. For the s u p e ~ s e d  

Hebb d e  we substitute the target output for the actual output. The resuiting equation is: 

oM w,T = Wv f f k p  ,, (4.6) 

where 1 is the ith element of the qth target vector t . (, is set to one for simplicity.) (4.6) 
4 4 

can be written in vector notation: 

If we assume that the weight matrk is initialized to zero and then each of the Q 

inputloutput pairs are applied once to (4.7), we cm write: 

This can be represented in matrix form: 

where 

T =[fl 1, .-• r,], P = b, p, p,]  (4.10) 

4.2.2 Digit Recognition by Autoassociative Memory 

The patterns used for recognition are shown below. These patterns represent the Uiput 

vectors and the targets. They represent the digits {O,I,2) displayed in a 6x5 grid. Each white 

square is represented by a "- 1 ", and each black square is represented by a "1". To create the 

input vectors, we scan each 6x5 grid one column at a tirne. 



Pi. ti tz 5 3 t 3  

Figure 4.9 Digit patterns for recognition 

The fkst pattern is represented as a vector: 

The vector 4 corresponds to the digit "O", P, to the digit "l", P, to the digit "2". Using the 

Hebb d e ,  the weight matrix is computed 

w = P , P , ' + P ~ P ~ + P ~ P ~  (4.12) 

Figure 4.10 shows the autoassociative network for digit recognition. 

a = hardlirns(W * P) 

Figure 4.10 Autoassociative network for digit recognition 

Using 2-bit random pulse neural network, when correct input vectors are given, the 

network can recover three digits as shown in figure 4.1 1. 



For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is: 

For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is: 



For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is: 

Figure 4.11 Digit recognition by 2-bit random pulse neural network 

In addition to correct input vectors, autoassociative network is also able to deal with 

noise corrupted pattern recognition. Figure 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 show the outputs of the 

networks when the input patterns are IO%, 20% and 30% occluded respectively. Figure 4.15, 

4.16 and 4.17 show the outputs when the input patterns are IO%, 20% and 30% corrupted 

respectively. From simulation results, we c m  see the networks c m  restore the corrupted 

patterns successfully . 



Figure 4.12 Recovery of 10% occluded patterns 



Figure 4.13 Recovery of 20% occluded patterns 



Figure 4.14 Recovery of 30% occluded patterns 



Figure 4.15 Recovery of 10% comipted patterns 



Figure 4.16 Recovery of 20% corrupted patterns 



Figure 4.17 Recovery of 30% corrupted patterns 



In order to recognize more digits, we use encoded output to represent different digits. 

The output has four bits which are binary encoded. The input patterns are fiom O to 9. nius 

we reduce the network size £km 30 output neurons to only 4 output neurons. Figure 4.18 

shows the autoassociative network for encoded output. 

a = hardlims(W * P) 
Figure 4.18 Digit recognition using encoded output 

Followed are the simulation results of the recognition of 10 digits (fiom O to 9) by Zbit 

random pulse neural network. 

For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is: 



For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is: 

For input vector : 

Random puise neural network output is: 



For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is: 

For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is: 



For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is : 

For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is: 



For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is: 

a=[0 1 1  11 

For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is: 

a=[l O O O] 



For input vector : 

Random pulse neural network output is: 

Figure 4.19 Digit recognition by 2-bit random pulse neural network 

using encoded output 



Chapter 5 - Conclusion 

When an application requires real-time response that exceeds the capability of high-end 

workstations, or when a mass-produced system that is not cornputer-based requires nontrivial 

data processing, custom neural network hardware is the only cost-effective solution. Both 

analog and digital irnplementations have their place in today's neural milieu. Digital designs 

aLlow a greater flexibility in mapping arbiûary or extrernely large problems onto a limited 

number of time-multiplexed processing circuits. Aiso, advances in fabrication technologies 

may benefit digital irnplementations more so than analog. 

Among various digital implementation metho ds, random pulse machine concept 

provides a good tradeoff between electronic circuit complexity and the computational 

accuracy which leads to a high packing density well suited for VLSI implementation. 

Random pulse machine deals with analog variables represented by the mean rate of random 

pulse streams and use simple digital technology to perform arithmetic and logic operations. 

Anaiog variables are converted to random pulses by random reference quantization (RRQ). 

Rapid multiplication and addition operations can be achieved by conventional digital circuits 

elements. 

Conûibutions 

In this thesis, 1-bit and 2-bit randorn pulse neural network architectures are presented 

[47]. Simulation results of arithmetic operations for both systems show the computational 

accuracy for hardware implementation. Perceptron model for linear separable pattern 

classification and autoassociative memory for digit recognition were simulated. In both 

applications, 2-bit random pulse neural network did the pattern recognition successfuily. 

Random pulse neural network architecture has the following advantages when compared 

with the pure analog and digital implementation: 

Signals are represented by continuous pulse streams 

-4rithmetic operations can be irnplemented by simple logic gates 

Goodnoiseimmunity(robust) 

Trade off between circuit complexity and computational accuracy 



Fume development 

Further studies shouid involve simulations based on board-level design and eventually 

building a circuit board for certain application. The ultimate goal is to design a digital IC 

chip for real-the information processing such as recallhg of 3-D electromagnetic field 

models used for computer aided design of very high speed circuits. The tirne-consuming 

leamhg phase will be kept off-line, and the recail phase will be integrated in the hardware 

and done in real tirne. 



Appendix A 



The Duality Between Boolean Operations with Individual Pulses and Algebraic 
Operations with the Variables Represented by their Respective Puise Sequences 

Truth Table Boolean 
Operations with 
Pulses 

Z = F(X,  Y) 
O 

X v Y  

Algebraic Operation with 

Machine Variables 

i = f (x, Y) 
Problem Variables 

zo =fo(xo.~o) 



Appendix B 



Modulo-2 direct feedback shift register 

1 Shift register length 
Feedback for direct 

PRBS 
R(0) = R(n) @ c(n-1) 

~ ( n - 1 )  e - - - CB ~ ( 1 )  ~ ( 1 )  

R(0) = R(4) @ R(l) 

Feedback for reverse 
PRBS 

R(n+l) = R(l) 0 b(2) 
R(2) 63 . @ b(n) R(n) 

Feedback equations for PRBS generation 



Appendix C 

I I I  



% neuron-m is one neuron 
clear; 
% Global Parameters 
% MS is total samples 
% Nav is moving average estimation bits 
% N W  bit shift register for weight 
% DELTA 

DELTA=l; 
MS=5 12; 
Nav=32; 
NW=16; 
global MS DELTA Nav NW 

dispCtotal samples is:'); 
disp(MS); 
disp('moving average estimation bits is:'); 
disp(Nav) ; 
dispCshift register bit is:'); 
disp(NW) ; 

for i= 1 : inputno 
xw(i)=x(i) * w(i) ; 
xrq=quin(x(i) ) ; 
wrq=quw (w(i)) ; 
XRQ(i, 1 :MS)=xrq; 
WRQ(i, 1 :MS)=wrq; 
mavx(i, 1 :MS)=movave(xrq); 
xwrq=mult(wrq,xrq) ; 
XWRQ(i, 1 :MS)=xwrq; 
mavxw(i, 1 :MS)=movave(xwrq); 



end 

%plot of the whole procedure 
pl-quanmQ(1,l :MS),mavx(l , 1 :MS),x(l)); % plot the input signal 
pl-mult(x(l),w(l),xw(l),mavxw(l, 1 :MS)); %plot the product 
pl-add(xw(l),xw(2),mavsumrq); 
err(x(l),mavx(l, 1 :MS),xw(l),mavxw(l, 1 :MS),sum,rnavsumrq); %plot the error 

function xrq=quin(inx) 

% input signai quantization 
% inx is an input analog value 
% xrq is random puise strearn carrying the value inx 

global MS DELTA 

for iav= l :MS 
noise(iav)=ra.d( l )-DELTAl2; % generate white noise 
xdit(iav)=inx+no ise (i av) ; % dithered signal 
xrq(iav)=2*floor(xdit(iav)/DELTA)+l; % q~antization~generate pulse - 1 or 1 

end 

% ad hoc weight pulse streams 
% choose fiom different weights 
% weight is analog value for synaptic weight, wrq is pulse Stream 

global MS Nav NW 

if weight -0.75 



for wav=l :NW % first NW bit 
ifwa-2 

wrq(wav)=- 1 ; 
eise 
wrq(wav)=l; 
end 

end 

o r  i l  - 1  % rotating the NW bit shift register 
for wav=(NW*i+l) :(NW*(i+l)) 

wrq(wav)-wrq(wav-NW* i) ; 
end 
end 

end 

if weight ~ 0 . 5  
for wav=l :NW 
ifwa-2 
wrq(wav)= 1 ; 

elseif wav==5 
wrq(wav)= L ; 

elseif wa-9 
wrq(wav)= 1 ; 

elseif wav==14 
wrq(wav)=l ; 

else 
wrq(wav)= 1 ; 

end 
end 

for i=1 :(MS/NW-1) 
for wav=(NW*i+l):(NW*(i+l)) 

wrq(wav)-wrq(wav-N W* i) ; 
end 

end 

end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

function mavinrq=movave(inrq) 

% moving average calculation 



% inrq is radom puise stream carrying an analog value 
% rnavinrq is the moving average estimate of the pulse stream 

global MS Nav 

in j=o;  
for iav=l :MS 

if iav>Nav 
rnaWuq(ia~)~avUirq(iav- l)+(kq(iav)-inrq(iav-Nav))/(2 *Nav) ; 

else 
in_i=inj+inrq(iav); 
mavinrq(Nav)=inj/(2.Nav); 

end 
end 

% multiplication of two random-pulse streams (xor) 
% wq is weight puise stream ,xrq is input pulse stream 
% xwrq is the product (also pulse stream) 

global MS 

% addition of two random-pulse sequences , Samples <=IO22 
% xwrql,xwrq2 are products of different weight and input pulse sequences 
% sumrq is the sum of two random-pulse sequences,also pulse stream 

global MS Nav 



for i ~ 1 :  1 022 

if sr(it)>=S 12 
b=l; 

else 
b=O; 

end 

if ceil(tmp)>floor(fmp) 
c=l ; 

else 
c=o ; 

end 

if scan(it-H )=O 
sl(it+l)=l; 
s2(ittl)=O; 

else 
s l(it+l)=O; 
s2(it+ l)=l ; 

end 
end 

for iav= 1 : MS 
sumrg(iav)mq i (iav) * s 1 (iav)+xwrq2(iav) * s2(iav); 

end 

fùnction err - quan(inx,mavxrq,xw,ma~~~~q,sum,mavsumrs> 

% Moving average error of input analog singal 
% Moving average error of product 
% Moving average error of addition of xwl and xw2 (sum) 
% inx is the input analog signal, xw is the analog product of weight and input 



% mavxrq is the estimation of random-pulse stream of input signal 
% ma-4 is the estimation of product of two random-pulse streams 
% rnavsumrq is the moving average estimation of the sum 
% of the product of two pulse streams 

global MS Nav 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Moving average enor of input analog singai 
enxl=O; 
errx2=0; 
aerx=O; 

for i=Nav:MS 
ERRx(i)=abs(ii-mavxrq(i)); % absolute error of input signal 

erncl = e n 1  +ERRx(i)"2; 
errx2=errx2+ERRx(i); 

end 
aerx=sqrt(errx l/(MS-Nav+ 1)); % mean square error of input signal 
mnerx=errx2/(MS-Nav-t 1); % mean absolute error 
disp('rnean absolute error of input signai is:'); 
disp(mnerx) ; 
%disp('mean square error of input signal is:'); 
%disp(aerx); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Moving average error of product 
errxwl=O; 
enxwS=O; 
ae-0; 

for i=Nav:MS 
ERRxw(i)=abs(xw-mamqci)); % absolute error of product 
e m l = e r n n v l + E R R x ~ ( i ) ~ 2 ;  
enxw2=enxw2+ERRxw(i); 

end 
aerxw=sqrt(em 1 /(MS-Nav+ 1 )); % mean square error of product 
m.nerxw=e~~~~2/(MS-Nav-t 1 ); % mean absolute error 
disp('mean absolute error of product is:'); 
disp(rnnem) ; 
%disp('mean square error of product is :3; 
%disp(aerxw) ; 



% Moving Average error of SOP 
erncyl=O; 
enxy2=0; 
aersum=O; 

for i=Nav:MS 
ERRsum(i)=abs(sum-rnavsumrq(i)); % absolute error of addition 
erncyl=errxylf ERRs~rn(i)~2; 
emcy2=errxy2+ERRsum(i); 

end 
aersum=sqrt(errxy 1/(MS-Nav+l)); % mean square error of addition 
mnersum=errxy2/(MS -Navt 1 ) ; % mean absolute error 
dispCmean absolute error of addition is:'); 
disp(mnersum); 
disp('mean square error of addition is :'); 
disp(aersum}; 

fieure; 
subplot(3,1, l), 
plot(E&); 
axis([O MS-t-20 O 21); 
titie('abso1ute error of input quantization'); 

subplot(3,1,2), 
plot@RRxw) ; 
axis([O MS+20 O 11); 
title('abso1ute error of product'); 

subplot(3,1,3), 
plot(ERRsum); 
axis([O MW20 O 11); 
titlecabsolute error of addition'); 



Appendix D 



% neuron-m is one neuron 

clear ; 
ciear global; 

% Global Parameters 
% MS is total samples 
% Nav is moving average estimztion bits 
% NW bit shift register for weight 
% DELTA 

DELTA=I ; 
MS=I 024; 
Nav=64; 
NW=16; 
gIobal MS DELTA Nav NW 

dispctotal samples is:'); 
disp(MS) ; 
disp('rnoving average estimation bits is:'); 
disp(Nav) ; 
disp('shift register bit is:'); 
d i s p m ;  

sum=O; 
for i= 1 :input-no 

xw(i)=x(i) * w(i) ; 
xrq=quin(x(i), i) ; 
-T~=~uw(w(~)) ; 
mavx(i, 1 :MS)=uiovave(xlq); 
xwrq=mult(wrq,xrq); 
mavxw(i, 1 :MS)=movave(xwrq); 
XWRQ((2*i-1):2*i, 1 :MS)=xwrq; 
surn=sum+xw(i); 



end 

............................... 
%plot of the whole procedure 
pl-quan(xrq,mavx(2, I :MS) ,x(2)); 
pl-~dt~x(l),w(i),xw(l),mavxw(I, I :MS)); 
~l~add(xw(l),xw(2).mavs~mrq); 
err(x(l),rnavx(l- 1 :MS),xw(l),mavxw(l, 1 :MS),sum,mavsumrq); 

% input signal qwntization 
% inx is an input analog value 
% xrq is random pulse stream carrying the value inx,ZXMS; 

global MS DELTA 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%O%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
load c:\lichen\wnoi\ lnoil024; 
Ioad c :Uichen\wnoiUnoi 1 024; 
if i=l 

R=R1 ; 
else 

R=R2; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%(Hi%%%%%%%%%%% 

for iav=l :MS 
xdit(iav)=inx+R(iav) ; % dithered signal 
if xdit(iav)>DELTA/2 

xq(l ,iav)=O; % xrq are 2-bits, 
mq(2,iav)=l; % xq(1,iav)is MSB~rq(2,iav) is LSB 

els eif xdit(iav)c-(DELTA/2) 
xrq(1 ,iav)=l ; 
xrq(2, iav)=O ; 

else 
xrq(1 ,iav)=O; 
xrq(Z,iav)=O; 

end 
end 



% ad hoc weight pulse streams 
% choose nom different weights 
% MS/NW should be integer 
% weight is analog value for synaptic weight, wrq is pdse strearn,ZXMS 

global MS Nav NW 

if weight =0.75 
for wav=l :W % f is t  NW bit 
if wav==2 
wrq( l ,wav)=l ; 
wrq(2,wav)=O; 

elseif wa-5 
wrq(l,wav)=l; 
wrq(2, wav)=O ; 

else 
wrq(1 ,wav)=O; 
wrq(2,wav)=l; 

end 
end 

for i=l :(MS/NW-1) % rotating the NW bit shift register 
for wav=(16*i+l):(16*i+l6) 
mq(l ,wav)%q(l ,wav-16*i); 
~~q(2,wav)=wrq(Z7 wav- 16* i) ; 

end 
end 

end 

if  weight -0.5 
for wav=l :NW 
ifwa-2 
wrq(1 ,wav)=O; 
wrq(2, wav)= 1 ; 

elseif wav==5 
wq(Z ,wav)=O; 
wrq(2,wav)=l; 

elseif wav==9 
wq( l  ,wav)=O; 
wrq(2,wav)= 1 ; 

elseif wav== 14 



wrq(1 ,wav)=O; 
wrq(2 ,wav)= 1; 

else 
wrq(l,wav)=l; 
wq(2,wav)=O; 

end 
end 

for i=l :(MS/NW-1) 
for wav=(16*i+l):(l6*itlo) 

wrq(l ,wav)-wrq(l ,wav- 1 6*i); 
wrq(2, wav)=wrq(2, wav-16 * i) ; 

end 
end 

end 

% multiplication 
% wrq is weight pulse stream 2xMS ,xrq is input puise stream 2xMS 
% xwrq is the product (also puise stream),2xMS 

global MS 

for i=1 :MS 
if xrq(1 ,i)=l 

xxrq(i)=- 1 ; 
elseif nq(S,i)-O 

xxrq(i)=O ; 
else 

mq(i)= 1 ; 
end 

end 

for j=2 :MS 
if wrq(1 j)=1 

wwrq(j)= 1; 
elseifwrq(2 j)=0 

wwrq(j)=O; 
else 

wwrq(j)=l; 
end 

end 



for b l  :MS 
product(k)=wwrq(k) *xxrq(k); 

end 

for i=I :MS 
if product(i)=l 

xwrq(1 $)=O; 
xwrq(S,i)=l; 

elseif product(i)=O 
xwrq(1 ,i)=O ; 
xwrq(2,i)=O; 

else 
w q ( l  ,i)=l ; 
xwrq(2,i)=O; 

end 
end 

% addition of two random-puise sequences 
% xwrql ,xwrq2 are products of different weight and input pulse sequences,ZXMS 
% sumrq is the sum of two random-pulse sequences,also pulse stream 

global MS 

for k2 :MS 
scan 1 (k)=rem(k,2); 
scd(k)= l  -scan 1 (k) ; 

end 
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